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ealism is important in the production of
live-action visual effects when animated
characters occupy the same scene as the
live actors and the live environment. In such scenarios, a virtual character’s movements must visually match the behavior and movements in the
live environment, or the discrepancy will be obvious to the viewer. For example, a character who is
jumping and thus being brought to the ground by
gravity must visually match an object that’s being
thrown in the same scene under the same gravitational force.
However, the traditional tools for creating 3D
character animation don’t include dynamical information, which means that the dynamics of
character motion can exist only implicitly in the
animation framework. Some animation systems
incorporate physical simulation of rigid and nonrigid solids, fluids, gases, and characters.1–4 In addition, technical animators often apply dynamic
effects during postprocessing, such as creating
the secondary-motion effects of muscle bulging
and hair bouncing. However, the vast majority of
character animators create most character movement through kinematic means. Character animation in feature films often requires a fine-grained
level of control over all parts of the character’s
movement that can’t be achieved by current character dynamics simulation methods. In addition,
a particular shot’s constraints might require that
an animated character’s motion violate the laws
of physics. For example, this might occur when a
character needs to move unnaturally to stay in a
camera’s view. Also, animators are typically trained
using kinematic tools and thus develop a high level
of proficiency using them.
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So, conventional keyframe animation has remained
the method of choice for animation studios. To generate realistic-looking motion, professional animators typically combine methods such as keyframing,
inverse kinematics, and other traditional tools such
as curve editors. Animators also frequently use reference motion, such as videos of people and creatures
performing a motion they need to replicate. These
references help animators approximate the dynamics of motion, because traditional rigs don’t include
dynamical aspects such as masses
and moments of inertia. Thus,
This system lets animators
animators must create physical
plausibility without the direct in- improve unrealistic motions
in 3D animation by visualizing
put of these physical aspects.
We’ve developed an interac- motions’ physical properties
tive system that helps animators such as the center of mass,
create more physically plausible angular momentum, and
character motions. To this end, zero-moment point, and by
it lets animators view a charac- comparing the original created
ter’s or object’s motion as if it path to a generated physicsobeyed the laws of physics. Spe- based path. Animators then
cifically, our system produces
modify the original path to
visualizations of dynamical propmatch the generated path.
erties, such as the center of mass,
momentum, and balance. For example, it creates a
physically accurate ballistic motion path alongside
the original kinematic path. By comparing the two
paths and viewing the additional dynamical information, animators can adjust the original animation to create a more physically correct animation.
In addition, our system can automatically alter the
animation to account for the discrepancy between
the original animation and the physically correct
animation. This lets nonanimators quickly correct
existing animation without an animator’s input.
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Related Work in Realistic Animation

T

he main article focuses on helping animators create physically realistic character animation by visualizing dynamical properties of keyframe animation. For details on the
mathematical preliminaries, see A Mathematical Introduction
to Robotic Manipulation.1 In contrast, most physics-based
animation techniques deal with automatic generation of
animation with minimal user inputs. Space-time optimization approaches automatically create physically plausible
animation by solving optimization problems subject to
physical and other constraints.2,3 Another approach develops
algorithms that control a character under physical simulation.
Researchers have constructed such dynamic controllers to let
characters perform simple athletic maneuvers,4 swimming,5
stable walking cycles,6 reactive motions such as falling,7 and
other motions such as breathing and grasping.8,9 Such
approaches can work in concert with kinematic animation10
and motion capture.11 Researchers have also used physical
simulation to create realistic secondary motions.12,13
These physics-based techniques pursue a promising
method of animation production, but the industry has
yet to widely employ them, for the reasons we mention
in the main article. Also, physics-based animation is often
computationally heavy, which prevents its use in interactive authoring environments. In contrast, we developed
our approach to improve conventional keyframing-based
techniques’ physical realism by visualizing kinematic animation’s dynamic properties. So, the animation industry
can readily employ our system.
Our approach visualizes physical properties such as the
center of mass, momentum, and the center of pressure
(COP). Researchers have explicitly used these properties
to increase the physical realism of existing animation.
Using motion capture data, Anna Majkowska and Petros
Faloutsos created flip and backflip motions that obey momentum preservation laws.14 Seyoon Tak and Hyeong-Seok
Ko15 and Hyun Joon Shin and his colleagues16 enforced
a zero moment point (ZMP) constraint for locomotion
or a linear- or angular-momentum constraint for ballistic
motions (COP and ZMP coincide for locomotion on the
flat ground.17). Adnan Sulejmanpasić and Jovan Popović
produced a physically valid ballistic motion by adapting an
existing motion to new constraints.18
Despite these techniques’ usefulness, many animators

still prefer to manually edit motion because they need to
control various aspects of it, ranging from kinematic constraints to the animation’s overall style. Our approach differs from the ones we just described in that, again, we’re
interested primarily in helping animators create physically
plausible animation and satisfy various other requirements, not in actually creating such motions.
Other research has shown that viewers can be sensitive
to certain types of errors in ballistic motion.19,20 Our user
studies show that animators often generate animations
that exceed these thresholds, thus creating perceptibly
implausible motion.
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Improving Physical Realism
We’ve found that simply visualizing the physical
properties helps animators create more realistic
animation. In addition, we’ve integrated two tools
into keyframe-based animation-authoring software. A ballistic-path tool lets animators easily
create or modify ballistic animation. An angularmomentum tool rotates a character’s global orientation to achieve the desired angular momentum.
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If we assume that no external forces affect the
mass while in flight, we can describe the point
mass’s trajectory r with respect to time t as
r (t ) = a + tb +

1
Mt 2 g ,(1)
2

in which a and b are the two parameters determined from a ballistic motion’s constraints, such
as an origin and a destination, and traveling-time
constraints. M is mass; g is the gravitational constant. The system creates ballistic paths in real
time as animators move around the two endpoints
and modify the duration time. Figure 1 shows
screen captures of the ballistic paths being manipulated. To view multiple curves, users can vary
the ballistic phase’s duration.
Animators can generate a physically plausible
path by setting starting and ending points as constraints in 3D space. Because generating a ballistic
path between two points is an underconstrained
problem, animators can also generate multiple
ballistic trajectories by using the minimum and
maximum time span. Each curve presents a proper
ballistic trajectory by indicating the path an object
must follow to meet the location constraints at
differing times. Animators can also create ballistic
paths by specifying the first or last frame’s position and velocity.
Using the ballistic paths, animators can easily
correct linear momentum—and thus the center
of momentum (COM) trajectory—of a character’s ballistic motion. An animator chooses the
desired ballistic path, then the system computes
the character’s COM at each frame and translates its root node so that the COM coincides
with the ballistic path’s current position. The resulting motion is physically correct in terms of
linear momentum.
Animators can constrain a character’s or an object’s motion to a ballistic path by
■■

Ballistic Paths
Traditional kinematic animation systems feature
manipulators that let animators easily create motion paths along the particular transformation’s
direction. For example, by specifying two keys
along an x-translation, an animator can create
a straight path in the x-direction. However, no
straightforward way exists to create a ballistic path
because creating it requires knowing

an object’s center of mass and
a constraint, such as the starting velocity.

■■

retaining the starting and ending locations and
adjusting the timing to accommodate the ballistic path (see Figure 2), or
manually adjusting the ballistic path until it
mostly matches the original path and then altering the character’s motion by retiming all the
motion that occurs during the ballistic phase
(see Figure 3).

When adapting a ballistic path to the original
motion path, the animator visually modifies the
IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Manipulating ballistic paths. (a) Our tool generates multiple ballistic paths between two locators.
(b) Animators can use it to pregenerate paths between two points in a scene involving motion such as
jumping or falling off a tall structure.

Figure 2. Matching a ballistic path. The blue curve is the trajectory of
the center of mass of the character’s (manually created) animation. Our
system suggests the physically correct ballistic path (the red curve) that
the character’s center of mass should follow. The system lets animators
automatically change the original animation to match physical laws.

ballistic path until he or she finds a good visual
match.
We don’t pay particular attention to the smoothness of the ballistic trajectory’s start and end.
Rather, we use the animator’s original preparatory
motion during the preballistic and postballistic
phases. This doesn’t introduce visual artifacts as
long as the original motion doesn’t differ much
from the corrected motion, which is usually the
case. When the artifacts are visible, animators can
use conventional animation tools to modify the
frames in the preballistic and postballistic phases
during takeoff and landing.

original keyframe animation of each body part
unchanged. By doing this, we can preserve the
style of the animation that the animator carefully
crafted while improving its physical realism. We
provide an efficient algorithm to achieve this goal.
With this algorithm, modification of angular momentum occurs online so that the animators get
prompt visual feedback (see Figure 4).
For notational convenience, we use the generalized notations for the velocity, inertia, and
momentum that provide the combined representation of the angular and linear properties. For
the mathematical preliminaries of the generalized
notations derived from Lie group theory, see the
“Mathematical Preliminaries” sidebar.
Let vi, Ji, and hi denote the generalized velocity, inertia, and momentum of a body part i, with
the body part 0 being the character’s root. We
can express a velocity vi as the sum of the root’s
velocity and the relative velocity of i to the root:
vi = i v 0 + u i ,
in which i v0 is the velocity of the root expressed
in i’s body frame. (The left superscript indicates
a symbol’s reference frame. 0vi, cvi, and wvi are vi
expressed in the root frame, the COM frame, and
the world frame, respectively. We don’t use the
left superscript when the symbol is expressed in
its own body frame. For example, vi = i vi.)
Likewise, we can divide the generalized momentum into two parts:
h i = J i vi

The Angular-Momentum Tool
You can change a character’s angular momentum
in many ways. Our tool changes it by rotating the
character’s global orientation while keeping the
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= Ji(i v0 + ui)
= J ii v 0 + a i ,

in which ai = Ji ui represents the momentum induced by the velocity of i relative to the root. Then,
we compute a character’s generalized momentum
in the root frame as
0

h=

∑

0

hi

∑

0

Ji v 0 + 0 a i

i

=

i


= 


∑

0

i


Ji  v 0 +


∑
i

0

ai ,

:= 0 ˆJv 0 + 0 a ,(2)
in which the composite rigid-body inertia Ĵ denotes the aggregate inertia of the whole multibody
system of a current configuration. 0 Ĵ and 0 a are
a function of joint angles only and are independent of the root’s motion. So, they remain constant while we manipulate the root’s translation
and rotation. Using Equation 2, we can efficiently
compute a character’s momentum by calculating
v0 instead of recalculating each body part’s velocity as we manipulate the root.
We want to determine the configuration of
the root T0 at a point in time at which the character has the user-specified momentum ch*. We
compute the character’s velocity from the configurations of the current and previous time step.
We modify only T0 at the current time step; we
keep T0 at the previous time step fixed. Because
we keep the linear momentum fixed, the COM
frame (a coordinating frame that’s parallel to
the world frame with its origin coinciding with
the COM) doesn’t change while we rotate the
character around the COM. So, given ch*, its
transformation with respect to the world frame
w *
h = Ad*C−1 c h* is also constant while we manipulate the character. For convenience, we find T0 such
that it creates wh*.
The character’s current momentum with respect
to the world frame is
w

h=

Ad*T0−1 0 h

Ad*T0-1

.(3)

Figure 3. A character walking and jumping. The ballistic path (red)
requires two more frames to complete the trajectory than does the
animated path (blue). The keys for the ballistic path, which determine
the timing, appear at slightly different locations than those in the
animated path.

Figure 4. Visualization of angular momentum. The angular momentum
appears as a vector protruding from the character’s center of mass.
The yellow arrows indicate the motion’s direction (using the right-hand
rule); the vectors’ size indicates the relative amount of rotation about
that axis.

d v̂ 0 = −(T0−1d T0 T0−1 ) T 0 + T0−1d T 0
= −xv
ˆˆ 0 + T0−1

ˆ )
= −xv
ˆˆ 0 + T0−1 (T 0 x
ˆ + T0 x
ˆ
= −xv
ˆˆ 0 + vˆ 0 x
ˆ+x

0

Both
and h are functions of T0, and a closedform solution doesn’t exist. So, we iteratively update T0 so that wh approaches wh*. Specifically, we
update T0 by some x which is defined as

d
(T0 xˆ )
dt

≈ ad vˆ0 x
ˆ+

x
ˆ
,(4)
h

x̂ = T0−1d T0 ,

in which h is the time step. Using Equation 4 and
recalling that 0 Ĵ and 0 a are constant, we express
d0h in terms of x:

and find a suitable x that drives wh to wh*. To this
end, we first relate the change of v0 with x. From
the definition v̂ 0 = T0−1T 0 ,

d 0 h = 0 ˆJd v

x
≈ 0 Ĵ ad v0 x +  .

h
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Mathematical Preliminaries
Given a homogeneous representation of a moving body
frame T = (R, p) in which R ∈ ℝ3×3 denotes rotation and
p ∈ ℝ3 translation, its generalized velocity v = [wT, uT]T expressed in the instantaneous body frame (hence dubbed
body velocity) is
 ω υ 
[ ]
,
v̂ = T−1T = 

 0 0 


(A)

in which w and u are, respectively, the angular and linear
velocities of T expressed in the body frame. [w] is the
skew-symmetric matrix of w; that is, [w]h = w × h for any
vector h ∈ ℝ3. We use v̂ for the 4 × 4 matrix representation of v. The generalized momentum h = [kT, lT]T is
expressed as
h = Jv,(B)
in which k ∈ ℝ3 and l ∈ ℝ3 represent the angular and linear momentum (with respect to the body frame), respectively. The rigid body’s generalized inertia J ∈ ℝ6×6 has this
structure:

I

J= 
 m [r ]T


m [r ] 
,
m1 


in which m is the mass, I ∈ ℝ3×3 is the rotational inertia
matrix, r ∈ ℝ3 is the position of the center of mass, and
1 ∈ ℝ3×3 is the identity matrix. Equation B is coordinateinvariant (it holds with respect to any coordinate frame).
Given a coordinate frame T and a generalized velocity
g = [wT, uT]T, the adjoint mapping AdT is represented as
ˆ = TgT
ˆ −1 , or in matrix form as
AdT g

 R
0   ω 
.
AdT g = 

 [p ]R R   υ 
We use the adjoint mapping in the coordinate transformation of the generalized velocity. The corresponding dual
adjoint mapping that performs the coordinate transformation of the generalized momentum is Ad*T ; it has the form
of the transpose of AdT; that is, Ad*T = AdTT . For example,
the generalized velocity, momentum, and inertia with
respect to the world frame (wv, w h, w J, respectively, with
the left superscript w implying the “world” reference
frame) are

w

J = Ad*T−1 JAdT−1 .

We can easily verify that Ad−T1 = AdT−1 and AdT1 AdT2 = AdT1T2.
Assuming that link 0 of a multibody system is the root
link, the configuration Ti of the body frame {i} of i with
respect to the world frame is
Ti = T0Gi ,(C)
in which T0 is the configuration of the root and Gi denotes
the relative configuration of {i} with respect to the root.
Substituting Equation C into Equation A, we can decompose the body velocity vi :
vi = i v0 + ui,
in which i v 0 = AdG−i 1 v 0 is the velocity of the root expressed in the body frame {i} and ui = ωuT , υuT  is the relative velocity of i to the root:
 ω

 [ u ] υu  = G−1G
i .


i
 0
0 
The left superscript denotes the reference frame. In the
main article, we use the transformations of the generalized
velocity, momentum, and inertia of a link i to the root:
0
*
0
*
0
v i = AdGi v i , hi = AdG−i 1hi , and Ji = AdG−i 1 Ji AdG−i 1 .
The Lie bracket adg is another mapping for the generalˆ2 = g
ˆ 1g
ˆ2 −g
ˆ 2g
ˆ 1 or, in matrix
ized velocity, defined as adgˆ 1g
form,
 ω
 [ 1] 0
adg1g2 = 
 [υ1] [ω1]



  ω2

  υ2
 


.



The dual adg* for the generalized momentum is its transpose adg* = adTg . Note that ad g v = -ad vg and ad g +
adv = adg+v. The Lie bracket occurs when Ad is differentiated. For example, if Ad T is differentiated with respect
to time t,
d
AdT = AdT adv ,
dt

in which v is the body velocity of T. For the proof, see
“Newton-Type Algorithms for Dynamics-Based Robot
Movement Optimization.”1

Reference
w

v = AdTv

w
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Finally, we compute the change of wh due to x:
d w h = d ( Ad*T0−1 ) 0 h + Ad*T0−1 d 0 h
= −Ad*T0−1 ad*x 0 h + Ad*T0−1 d 0 h
= Ad*T0−1 ad*0h x + Ad*T0−1 d 0 h

1 
≈ Ad*T0−1 ad*0h + 0 ˆJad v 0 + 0 ˆJ x ,(5)

h 
in which ad*0h x and 0 Ĵad v 0 x account for the effect
of the coordinate change of T0 due to x on 0h and
v0, respectively; 1 h 0 Ĵx is the added momentum
due to x. By solving Equation 5 for x, we can compute the x that will create the desired dwh.
Based on the relations we just derived, here’s the
algorithm to compute T0 given ch*:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

h* = Ad*C−1 c h*, in which C is the COM frame
with respect to the world frame.
Compute 0 Ĵ and 0 a (see Equation 2).
Compute wh (see Equation 3).
while dwh = wh* - wh is above a threshold, do
Compute x by solving Equation 5.
T0 ← T0 e gˆx , in which 0 < g ≤ 1.
Update v0, 0h (see Equation 2), and wh.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. The center of mass projected on the ground (red circle), the
support polygon (red polygon), and the center of pressure (COP; the
purple circle) for keyframe animation of (a) a humanoid character and
(b) a nonhumanoid character. The nonhumanoid character’s horizontal
shape causes greater instability in the COP calculation than the
humanoid character’s shape does.

w

g controls the distance for the next iteration. We
change only the angular part of ch* and keep the
linear momentum fixed. However, both the angular and linear parts of wh* change, owing to the
coordinate transformation.

Keyframe Animations’ Physical Accuracy
Here, we investigate the physical accuracy of professional animators’ keyframe animations. Specifically, we compute the ballistic motions’ center of
mass, linear momentum, and angular momentum
and investigate how accurately these properties
follow Newton’s laws. For walking and running
animations, we compute the center of pressure
(COP) and verify whether it is actually in the support polygon. Figure 5 shows snapshots in which
COM and COP are visualized.

Ballistic Motions
We collected 13 ballistic motions of human-like
characters, such as jumping and falling motions.
Each motion lasted from 4 to 27 frames. We examined 150 frames total.
In the ballistic phase, the path of the COM
that’s projected to the horizontal plane should
form a straight line. Figure 6a is the histogram of
errors in the ballistic motions’ horizontal plane.

Here, the error is the distance from the COM’s
horizontal projection to the line segment connecting the horizontal projection of the COMs
of the first and last frames. The errors are normalized by the line segment’s length. The figure
shows that the error is less than 0.1 for more
than 90 percent of the frames. This relatively
low error seems due to how animators create
keyframes for ballistic motions. Because animators usually create a straight line from the root
node’s starting and ending position and adjust
the heights of the in-between keyframes, the
COM trajectory’s horizontal projection shows
a mostly straight line unless a character often
changes its pose.
Figures 6b and 6c show the histogram of normalized errors of the linear momentum in the
horizontal (x-z) plane. Here, the error is the difference between the current momentum and the
average momentum, normalized by the average
momentum’s magnitude. When comparing the
error of the linear momentum with that of the
COM, we can see that the keyframe’s location in
the line is less correct from the perspective of the
linear momentum, even though the in-between
keyframes make a line that’s mostly straight.
Figures 6d, 6e, and 6f show the histogram of
normalized errors of the angular momentum in
the x, y, and z directions. Here, we define the error
in the same way as in the linear momentum. The
error in the angular momentum is much greater
than that in the linear momentum. One reason
for this might be that angular momentum is less
perceptible to human eyes than linear momentum is. Except for flipping jumps, during which
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Figure 6. Measuring the physical correctness of ballistic motions created by professional animators using conventional
keyframing. The normalized error of the (a) center of momentum (COM) in the horizontal plane, (b) linear momentum in the
x direction, (c) linear momentum in the z direction, (d) angular momentum in the x direction, (e) angular momentum in the y
direction, and (f) angular momentum in the z direction.

the whole body’s rotation is explicit, the ballistic
motion’s angular momentum is hard to perceive
without a visualization tool such as ours.
By fitting Equation 1 to the COM trajectory, we
estimate a scene’s gravity. Table I shows this gravity
relative to earth gravity (9.8 m/s2) for each scene.
The gravity deviates considerably among scenes
ranging from 0.5 g to 3.3 g. The median of the
gravities is 0.95 g, which is close to real gravity. This
shows that the keyframe animations create ballis-

tic motions under true gravity on average, but that
large deviations exist among scenes.
Research has shown that observers can detect
deviations in horizontal or vertical accelerations.5
Our data demonstrates that hand-animated
motion often exceeds such thresholds. Another
interpretation of the variation in estimated gravity is that big differences exist in animators’ notions of a character’s size. If that’s true, lower
gravity in the data indicates the animator consid-

Table 1. Gravity in the test scenes.
Scene
g*

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1.02

0.89

2.20

0.47

0.50

1.52

1.41

0.77

3.35

1.81

0.43

0.56

2.51

*g: measured gravity/9.81.
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ers the character bigger than it actually is; higher
gravity means the animator thinks the character
is smaller than it is. Other research has suggested
that preparatory motion might also be an important consideration in the perceived visual quality
of ballistic motion.6 Our method doesn’t address
the preparatory or recovery phases; it leaves such
tasks to animators.
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Ambulatory Motions

Discussion
Here, we discuss the advantages and limitations
of our system and observations made when the
system was used by animators.

Effectiveness and Impact
Many animators have found our system useful for
improving keyframe animation’s realism. The manually created animations in Figure 2 and the accompanying video (see http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.
org/10.1109/MCG.2010.22) are the results of substantial time and effort devoted by professional animators. So, some of these animations are already
quite realistic and leave less room for improvement
using our tool. In some sense, this shows that physical realism is a key factor for high-quality animation.
Other examples show that our system improves the
physical realism significantly. Also, when our system
is used from the beginning of the animation process,
it might increase that process’s efficiency.
Our visualization tools can also serve as a
“gavel”—that is, confirmation that animation is
indeed realistic. Individual animators might have

(a)
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Infinity

Distance between the zero-moment point and the support polygon

40
35
Frequency (%)

We collected five scenes of walking motions (165
frames) and five scenes of running motions (113
frames) of biped characters and examined whether
the COP is in the support polygon. Figure 7 shows
the histogram of the COP’s normalized distance
from the support polygon. The distance is positive
when the COP is outside the support polygon; it’s
normalized by the support polygon’s mean radius
(computed as the perimeter divided by 2p).
For walking, the COP is in the support polygon in more than 60 percent of the frames and
is within the normalized distance of 1 in 85 percent of frames. The experiment shows that the
keyframe animation has relatively high accuracy
in terms of the COP. This suggests that the COP
is an important indicator of ambulatory motions’
realism. Somewhat naturally, the error grows as a
character’s speed increases. For running, the COP
is in the support polygon in only 33 percent of
frames and is within the normalized distance of 1
in 70 percent of frames.
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Figure 7. Histograms of the normalized distance between the COP and
the support polygon for animations of (a) walking and (b) running
created by professional animators using conventional keyframing. The
COPs of keyframe animation turned out to be fairly accurate, being
mostly within the normalized distance of 1 from the support polygon.

their own sense of physical correctness. This can
cause debate over how a character should move
when collaborating animators have a different
sense of physical intuition. We’ve observed that
our tool helps animators agree on physically correct animation by quantifying the motion’s discrepancy. For example, the ballistic path can
indicate the exact number of frames in which an
animation should be slowed down or sped up.
We determined that in a character-heavy liveaction film, between 10 and 16 percent of the shots
using animated characters have ballistic motion
such as falling or jumping. Our system could improve many of these shots. Of course, many more
shots benefit from COM and COP visualization.
Our system is most effective when the animator
understands how to change the physical curves to
create better animations. So, it was useful to create videos that showed, for example, the proper
location of the COM and COP (or zero-moment
point) during walking, running, or other motions.
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Scaling Large and Small Characters
The characters’ scale can dramatically impact the
resulting animation. Other research has provided
detailed explanations for scaling dynamic control
systems on the basis of time, positions, and velocities.7 We relate such scaling strategies to the application of kinematically based animation of large
and small characters. For example, large creatures
appear to move more slowly under proper physical conditions, whereas small creatures appear to
move more quickly. The time t required for an object to travel to a maximum height h is
Figure 8. Using motion capture data as a training tool for animators. The
COM is outside the support polygon while the character turns.

t = 2h g ,(22)
in which g is the force of gravity. So, gravityrelated movements such as walking (in which
gravity pulls the character’s swinging leg to the
ground) or throwing objects will appear slower
or faster if we consider two characters of differing sizes, h1 and h2, and their respective times,
t1 and t 2, to complete such actions. The ratio of
time required for that action to occur would be
t1 t2 = h1 h2 .
Our observations have shown that animators often make large errors when the characters
they’re animating are either much larger or much
smaller than normal-sized objects. For example,
giant men will move too quickly for their relative
size, and small men will move much too slowly
for their real size. We hypothesize that this is due
to the familiarity of seeing characters of normal
size move and the unfamiliarity of seeing giants or
miniature people move (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. How scale affects the appearance of motion. The figure
shows a normal-sized man and a man 10 times larger. A ball is placed
in motion around each of them. The ball moving around the larger
man will take 3.19 times as long as the one moving around the
normal-sized man.

Such training videos can effectively teach animators how to interpret our system, as in Figure 8.
Of course, the animator chooses whether to make
the character act human-like.

Use of COM and COP
The COM and COP guidelines explicitly expressed
the notions of physical correctness in animations.
For example, a humanoid’s COM tends to follow
a path from about the contact foot to the other
contact foot at a later time. Our system was able to
serve as an instructional aid for creating smoother
motion because, for example, users could directly
see the idea of “carrying the weight from one foot
to another” in the COM’s projection.
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Limitations and Future Work
Our method for modifying angular momentum
changes only the character’s global orientation.
It doesn’t change the character’s pose. There are
many other ways to correct the angular momentum that involve changing parts of the character’s body while leaving other parts the same. For
example, a person can change his or her angular
momentum by windmilling his or her arms in a
circular manner. We don’t provide a tool to let animators explore all these possibilities. Instead, we
focus on ease of use and automation. It isn’t clear
that a single useful correction method exists that
will yield better animation due to animation constraints, such as requiring a character’s feet to be
in contact with the ground during landing. So, it’s
the animator’s role to manually correct the character’s posture to resolve this discrepancy. In the
previous example, the angular momentum during flight can be automatically adjusted but would

need to be manually smoothed with the landing
posture to obtain correctness.
Also, here we computed the COP under the assumption that the ground is flat. However, characters often walk or run on uneven ground. When
the contact points between the character and the
ground aren’t coplanar, our system can’t define
the support polygon. For such cases, we’ll need to
extend the support polygon to 3D space.

T

“A Practical Dynamics System,” Proc. 2003 ACM
Siggraph/Eurographics Symp. Computer Animation,
Eurographics Assoc., 2003, pp. 7–16.
2. “Massive,” Massive Software, 2011; www.massivesoftware.
com.
3. “Havok Behavior,” Havok Inc., 2011; www.havok.
com/index.php?page=havok-behavior.
4. “Endorphin 2.7,” NaturalMotion Ltd., 2011; www.
naturalmotion.com/endorphin.

he algorithms we use to generate physical visualization are straightforward to implement
and compatible with most kinematic animation
systems. In addition, the system doesn’t require
animators to change the methods by which they
generate animation, thus leveraging their existing
skills. Also, the generated motion’s quality is additive—it doesn’t replace the underlying animation.
The animator may choose to use the system only
if it enhances the motion’s realism.
Although we designed our system for live-action
visual effects, the techniques work for almost any
animation purpose that requires or desires better
physical realism for characters, such as systems for
fully 3D environments or prebaked animations for
video games.
Our system can also help enforce consistency of
character motion across an animation studio. Typically, several animators will create animations of
a particular character for different scenes. A movie
requiring heavy visual effects might require coordinating dozens of animators to produce hundreds
of animations for a small number of characters.
With our system, different animators’ animations
of the same character tend to be more consistent
with each other. This is because the animators
don’t have to rely solely on their individual senses
of timing and space; they can use our system’s interactive visual feedback.

Although we designed our system for liveaction visual effects, the techniques work
for almost any animation purpose that
requires or desires better physical realism.
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